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Fig. 1. Coconut spadix used as a substratum  for the
attachment of cuttlefish eggs
period. The type of gear used is hooks and line. At
the end of a thread, four hooks (no.10) are attached
and above the hooks, some weight wrapped with
glittering silvery ribbon attached to attract the animal.
Traps are prepared to attract the cuttle fish. Thirty
numbers of coconut spadix are tied together with a
plastic rope (Fig.1). This unit is attached to sacks
fitted with sand as weight to keep the spadix stand
erect. This type of bundle units is placed at the bottom
of the sea about 30 to 50 fathom depth. Each boat
places 25 numbers of this type of artificial units at
different parts of sea. GPS readings are also taken
for the units. After 5 to 7 days, fishing is started using
above mentioned type of hooks and line, from the
artificial structure. It is during this period  that the
species is coming in large numbers towards the
structure for laying eggs.
At this time, fishing starts using the above
mentioned gear while the animal tries to bite glittering
ribbon. The ribbon and then the thread in which the
hooks are fitted, is dragged and the animal is trapped
in the hook. Some of the boats earn about Rs.10,000-
to rupees one lakh. The weight of each specimen
ranged from 500 g to 2.5 kg. Price per kg is in range
of Rs. 175 - 200/-.
Once the availability of sepia is reduced, new
structures are erected at different locations. The cost
of each coconut spadix ranges from Rs. 2.50 - 3.50.
When enough coconut spadix are not available in
Kerala, they are purchased from Tamil Nadu and
brought in lorries. Most of the sructures deposited in
the sea, are being destroyed accidentally by trawlers.
Fishing of this type is resisted in areas like Kara
and Kathiyalam in Thrissur District. Some boats
which conducted this type of fishing, have been burnt
at Koottai in Malapuram District. It is said that the
availabiliy of these species in trawlers, is badly
affected or reduced due to this kind of exploitation.
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Malabar coast is the known hub of quality  green
mussel Perna viridis, L. Total bivalve landed along
Kozhikode - Kannur coast during 2006 was estimated
to 15682 t in which nearly 65% was contributed by
the Perna viridis. (Laxmilatha et al., 2007). Along the
coast between Kozhikode and Chombala nearly 283
fulltime and 218 part time mussel pickers are engaged
actively in exploiting mussels from the natural beds.
On 10th and 11th October 2010 a large number
of villagers living near the coast in the age group
of 5 to 65 years mostly women participated in the
mussel picking on the rocky beaches of
Chettikulam, near 10 km north of Kozhikode
(Fig. 1). The sea receded miles away from
the beach keeping exposed the laterite rocks
for hours together in the evenings.  The lowest
low tide level on 10th October 2010 at 18.41 hrs
was only 0.09 m. The quantity exploited on
these days alone touched 600 kg and the size
ranged from 50 to 80 mm.
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Observations on a deformed specimen of Heniochus acuminatus
(Family Chaetodontidae) from Gulf of Mannar
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An abnormal specimen of the bannerfish,
Heniochus acuminatus was observed from Pamban
Therkuvady Fish Landing Centre during the last
week of November, 2009.
It is understood that it was caught from the coral
reef areas of Gulf of Mannar by trawlnet operated at
around 40 m depth.  Normally, in Heniochus
acuminatus, only the fourth dorsal spine and
attached membrane is greatly prolonged into a
pennant-shaped appendage.  But in this specimen,
in addition to this, one more elongated spine with
attached membrane is noticed adjacent to the
former.  The present specimen has a total length of
19.5 cm, and weighs 200 g.  The length of elongated Abnormal specimen of Heniochus acuminatus
fourth and fifth spines are 26 cm and 9.6 cm
respectively.
Rare occurrence of ornate eagle ray at Cochin Fisheries Harbour
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A rare ray, Aetomylaeus vespertilio, the ornate
eagle ray or reticulate eagle ray was landed at
Cochin Fisheries Harbour on 25th January 2011 by
a gillnetter operating both drift gillnet and hooks and
line (Fig. 1 a and b). The ray was caught by drift
gillnet operating at a depth of 200 m. The width of
Fig.1 a and b. Mussel beds along the rocky beaches of Chettikulam, Calicut.
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